2023 Fall E-Bash Student Organizations:

1. Engineers Without Borders UW-Madison (EWB)
2. Wisconsin Engineering Student Council (WESC)
3. Engineers for a Sustainable World (ESW)
4. Engineering EXPO (EXPO)
5. Engineering World Health
6. Undergraduate Learning Center (ULC)
7. Grainger Engineering Design Innovation Lab (Makerspace and TEAM-Lab)
8. Engineering Career Services (ECS)
9. Transcend UW
10. Wisconsin Engineer Magazine
11. Engineering Business and Entrepreneurship Club (EBE)
12. Insight Wisconsin
13. Wisconsin High Speed Transportation Group (WiHST)
14. Women in Mechanical Engineering (WME+)
15. Society of Women Engineers (SWE)
16. Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers (SHPE)
17. Solis
18. National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE)
19. Queer and Trans Engineers (QTE)
20. Wisconsin Racing - FSAE
21. SAE Baja Team
22. SAE Clean Snowmobile
23. Concrete Canoe Team
24. Steel Bridge
25. BadgerFly
26. WiscWind
27. Wisconsin Robotics
28. Badger Solar Racing
29. Wisconsin Autonomous
30. Pi Tau Sigma
31. Kappa Eta Kappa (KEK)
32. Theta Tau - Professional Engineering Fraternity (TT)
33. Triangle Fraternity
34. Tau Beta Pi - Wisconsin-Alpha Chapter
35. IEEE-HKN Theta Chapter
36. American Nuclear Society (ANS)
37. Material Advantage/American Foundry Society, University of Wisconsin-Madison Student Chapter (MA/AFS)
38. American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE)
39. Biomedical Engineering Society (BMES)
40. American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
41. Institute of Industrial and Systems Engineers (IISE)
42. American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
43. Human Factors and Ergonomics Society (HFES)
44. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA)
45. UW Construction Club (CC)
46. Geological Engineering Student Chapter (GLE)
47. Environmental Engineering Club (GLE)

Key:
- Major Affiliated
- Competition Teams
- Identity-Based Orgs
- Service Organizations
- Special Interest Orgs
- Greek Life/Honors Societies
- CoE Resources
- Other

*note some organizations are multidisciplinary